
Is your loved one
living on their own?
Are you Fearing the

worst? Stressed
beyond belief?

Worried that a call,
text, or visit is not

enough? 

WE CAN
HELP!

Camera Free, Non-Intrusive Monitoring

Non-Intrusive Home Monitoring: Our discreet sensors
blend seamlessly into your loved one's living space. They
continuously monitor daily activities and relay essential
data to our user-friendly app.

Comprehensive Insights at Your Fingertips: With just a
tap on our app, you gain valuable insights into your loved
one's well-being. Track their eating habits, sleep patterns,
and mobility, empowering you to spot potential issues
early. Stay informed about changes in their routine.

Life-Saving Fall Detection: Our sensors are equipped
with reliable fall detection technology. In the event of a
catastrophic fall, you'll receive immediate alerts, even if
your loved one can't call for help. This swift response can
make all the difference.

Effortless Care Coordination: Caregiving is a team
effort. Our app allows multiple family caregivers to stay in
the loop and receive real-time alerts. It also maintains a
comprehensive history of your loved one's activities,
which can be invaluable when consulting with healthcare
professionals.

* There is a monthly subscription fee
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Stair Kit

Garage Kit

Basement Kit

CORE Monitoring Kit

Retail is $177 

Retail is $118 

Retail is $354 

Monthly Subscription +$6

Monthly Subscription +$4

Monthly Subscription +$12

Retail is $699 
Monthly Subscription $69

Does your loved one like to work in the basement? Are you worried if they get
hurt down there? Are you worried if they fall on the stairs?
 Once you have purchased the Core kit easily add on the Basement Kit to 
cover those areas you are worried about.

This kit includes 6 Sensors: 
• 1 Door, 4 Movement 
• 1 Emergency Button

Caregiver Smart Solutions harnesses advanced technology and rich data to empower family caregivers navigating
the challenges of loved ones "Aging in Place". Our CORE monitoring kit offers profound insights and a sense of
security. Beyond just tracking "Mom's" daily routine, Caregiver Smart Solutions enables family caregivers to
anticipate potential issues and have informed responses when they ask, "How are you feeling?" 
Have Peace of Mind all of the Time!

Does your loved one like to work in the garage? Are you worried if they get hurt in
the garage ?Are you worried if they are taking the car out?
Once you have purchased the Core kit easily add on the Garage Kit to cover those
areas you are worried about. 

This kit includes 3 Sensors: 
• 1 Movement
• 2 Door 

Does your loved one have stairs in their house? Are they having a hard time
climbing or descending the stairs? Are you worried if they fall on the stairs? 
Once you have purchased the Core kit easily add on more sensors to cover 
those areas you are worried about. 

This kit includes 2 Sensors: 
• 2 Movement

 

This kit includes 14 Sensors: 
• 1 Smart Hub
• Movement sensors in 5 rooms 
• Medicine cabinet, refrigerator, temperature and humidity
sensors 
• Front and side door sensors 
• 3 emergency buttons

The CORE Kit + Options

Ryan@CaregiverSmartSolutions.com (888) 585-5022


